World History
Russian and Chinese Revolutions Poster

Name:
Section:
Score: _____/10

Directions: Using Information from class and from outside sources you will be
making a comparison and contrast poster that explains the similarities and
differences between the Chinese and Russian Revolutions. You will be using
information from class, as well as from the internet (which need to be properly
cited in MLA format either on the poster (front or back) or an attached paper.
Similarities:
You’ll need to make connections on how the Russian and the Chinese revolutions are similar. You will need to
write a thorough explanation about the type of Political, Social, Economic, etc… change that took place, or the
way in which the revolution was carried out. You will need to make the connection about how they are the same
or similar in both the Russian and the Chinese revolutions. For the similarities you will be drawing a visual
representation that will help display the connection between the two revolutions.
Differences:
You will be making explanations of four differences between the social, political, economic changes that
happened because of the Russian and Chinese Revolutions, as well as how they took place. (Hint: You cannot say
that one was in China and the other in Russia!). Again you will be drawing visual representations to help
illustrate the differences between the two.

Scoring Rubric For Compare and Contrast Poster
For Each Similarity (Need a total of 4)

For Each Difference (Need a total of 4)

_____/3 Explanations
- Thorough explanation of Political, Social,
or Economic change created by Revolution
- Connection to how it’s similar in both
China and Russia

_____/3 Explanations
- Thorough explanation of Political, Social,
or Economic change created by Revolution
- Connection to how it’s different between
the revolutions in China and Russia

_____/1 Picture
- Related to explanations
o Help explain the similarity
- Effort

_____/1 Picture
- Related to explanations
o Help explain the difference
- Effort

Overall
_____/1 Design
- Needs to be easy to follow
- Clean and well organized
_____/1 Sources
- Need at least two outside reputable sources
- Properly cited in MLA format

